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Obese
Thousands who starve to death proof
of America's attitude aboutfood

hances are you are eating something at this moment.
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lunch, maybe a hamburger or an eggroll.
If you are not eating, it is probably your own choice. Perhaps you are

on a diet, or you just do not have the time.
Either way, consider yourself lucky that you are not part of the 20 percentof the world's population who have nothing to eat today...or tomorrow.
As students, it is not difficult to get wrapped up in our own lives and

problems. We constantly forget that parts of the world have bigger problemsthan long lines at Sub City or waiting for breadsticks.
! They do not have anything to eat.
; Today, an organization called Carolina Oxfam is urging USC students
to give up something a meal, cigarettes, alcohol or even food for the
entire day and donate the money they would have spent to Oxfam
America.
'

Oxfam America works in the United States and 28 other countries to
alleviate hunger and poverty by educating, providing resources and
Empowering local people through self-help programs toward better food
production.

Members of the organizations expect 750,000 people nationwide to fast
loday to experience what true want feels like.
; The United States is one of only a few food surplus nations in the
world. We actually make more food than we need.

Through efforts in Ethiopia in the '80s and Somalia this year, the citizensof the United States have have shown themselves to be legitimately
concerned with the needs of the rest of the world.

College students have a bad reputation when it comes to being conscientious.A large portion of the general public looks at twentysomethings
as self-centered, profit-driven and jaded.

Today, everyone can make a difference without even trying that hard.
The sole problem with events such as Oxfam Fast Day is they tend to

be restricted to a single day. Earth Day is a good example. People go
through the motions without really thinking, and then they forget by the

' next day.
Hunger is not temporary, but it can be stopped. It will take more than

skipping a meal to help end it. It will take a change of attitudes and, for
some, a few changes in lifestyle.

But with 40,000 children dying of hunger-related causes every day and
people starving on the streets we walk on, there has to be a change.
And we, the "generation of change," are going to have to be the ones to

help make it happen.
So, take a day off from junk food or detrimental habits. You may feel

hungry or distracted for a while, but maybe you will have a new outlook
tomorrow.

Do it because you have a choice.

Timing wrong to grant
statehood to Puerto Rico

chance to become the 51st state 'I
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"No. I'm not fasting. I "No.
don't believe in fasting heard
because of my religion. I gion
also have to take medica- doing
tion. So, I can't fast."

Shakimah Glover
Elementary education

sophomore
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Every semester, professors tell me that they

dread having to read their students' research
papers. "It's not that the students don't try or

that they haven't worked on the papers," they
say, "but the papers are so hard to read." One
professor told me that her students' papers are

usually disjointed and seem to rehash other writers'ideas.
Well, it is getting to that point in the semester

when students need to think about putting
together research papers. So, in order to help
students and professors alike, the Writing Center
offers some advice on writing good research
papers.

First of all, we urge students to be sure of the
assignment. There are few things worse than
spending weekends in Thomas Cooper researchingsomething that is not part of the assignment.
Once the researcher understands what to do,

the next step, which is the most important step,
is to formulate the research question. The writer
may have to do some preliminary reading and
prewriting to help formulate a research question.
The research question will solve many common

problems.
It will prevent researchers from going off on

tangents and thinking they need to include

Global econom1
ft

Too often, the North American Free Trade
Agreement is debated from a U.S. perspective.
It is important to consider the impact of a failed
NAFTA on Mexico. President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari is both an economic and democratic
reformer whose political future rests on NAFTA'ssuccess.
NAFTA's failure could mean not only the

end of Salinas' economic reforms, decreasing
investment and privatization in Mexican commercebut also the end of democratic elections
and human rights improvements. In this vein,
canning NAFTA could also lead to a resurgence
of the autocratic PRI, the formal ruling party in
Mexico.

First, if NAFTA is voted down today, both
Mexico and the United States will lose face in
the international arena where prestige matters.

Already, anti-NAFTA slogans and stereotypes
pushed by Ross Perot have caused racial animosityin Mexico. The imase that all Mexicans
are poor is misleading. Mexico is the second
largest consumer of U.S. goods and will only
continue to increase its demand for U.S. exports
as Mexican wages and the standard of living
increases.

Second, NAFTA is not a free trade agreeCoaching

change
There has been a lot of talk about the status

of Sparky Woods' job and rumors about
prospective replacements. There are two distinctfactions on this issue. The pro-Sparky
group claims the USC program is headed in the
right direction and is just one step away from
being a top 25 caliber team. They cite youth,
injuries and the difficulty of the SEC as reasons

for USC's failures this season.
The other faction, the anti-Sparky crowd,

says Sparky has not shown any improvement
this year, is a poor game coach, does not preparethe team well for the game and is not capableof ever competing in the SEC.

As a longtime Gamecock fan who has seen

virtually every same for the past decade, I
believe the truth falls somewhere in between
these two viewpoints. The USC program is no

doubt a competitive one. With the exception of
two games this season, USC has been in a tight
ball game every Saturday with the likes of
Alabama, Georgia and Florida.
USC's recruiting has been getting stronger

with every season under Woods. I believe a
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everything in their papers.
It will lead to better organization. If the purpose

of the paper is to answer a question, then
the paper should answer the question.

It will also provide subquestions and guidance
for where to do research.
Armed with a good research question,

researchers can then begin investigation.
Many experienced research paper writers see

themselves as detectives assigned to solve a
case. Where should you, researcher and detective,go for answers? We encourage our clients
to make sure that they exhaust all possible
sources of information.

That means making friends with the research
librarians, using sources other than the encycloy

depends on N

ment. It is a managed trade agreement that will
produce international conflict around investment,intellectual property rights, environmental
protection and treaty violations. However, we
feel NAFTA provides a needed formal mechanismfor international policy on these issues.

Third, almost the entire United States is the
iraae partner or cnoice ior Mexico, a ianea
NAFTA will force Mexico to turn elsewhere
such as Japan and Latin America for investment
in the form of export platforms and subsidiaries.

Fourth, labor and environmental groups
opposed NAFTA early on when they were left
out of the negotiations. Hence, leaders on both
issues became locked into a negative strategy
with die news media, hoping to increase their
bargaining strength in an election year.

Fifth, we cannot predict net job growth from
trade even in 10 years for the same reason we

necessary if bette

Sparky-coached USC team will probably win
about seven games next year. Woods probably
would give USC some stability over the nexi
several seasons.

But on the other hand, I do not think Sparky
will ever be capable of leading USC to an SEC
championship, a 10-win season. Former USC
coach Joe Morrison was able to win 10 gamei
in 1984 and field a lop 10 team in 1987 because
he was an excellent game coach.

Morrison never had top-notch recruiting
classes, but he used star players such as Sterling
Sharpe and Harold Green to put USC in a positionto win almost every game. A Morrisor
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letective work
pedia, such as CD ROM, journals and magazinesand asking more questions. In addition,
think about using the phone to set up interviews,getting pamphlets from organizations
and bouncing ideas off of your friends.

Research involves a lot of work and requires
plenty of time. Not only will you have to
devote time to your work, you will also have to
plan. Anybody who has tried to make efficient
use of the libraries on campus at the end of a
semester can tell you that it is frustrating and
will probably drive you insane. If, however, you
get to the resources before the other 10,000
researchers do, you will be better off and saved
from self-destruction.

After all your research is done, you can begin
the next step: putting together a paper. The writingprocess is different for everyone, but you
should make sure you give yourself time for
prewriting, planning, organizing and for writing
several drafts.

For help in any stage of the research process
or for heln in anv writine task, call the Wriiine
Center at 777-2078 tor an appointment.

Chris Helms is interim director
of the Writing Center.

AFTA decision
cannot predict the weather and other non-linear
systems. There are too many changes for precisionmodeling to he accurate.

Finally, what about job loss versus trade and
investment? In the long run, the treaty may do
two things: improve our bargaining hand with
other trade regions of the world, namely Asia,
and lead to greater consumer benefits and
increased trade between the three countries. The
failure of NAFTA, however, could be an ominoussign to global investors and hinder the successof future trade negotiations.

In the short run, jobs will be redistributed as

global companies become specialized to labor
markets. Some S.C. industries such as textiles
that are losing productivity may be replaced by
knowledge-intensive industries. With or without
NAFTA, local economies will have to improve
their education systems to attract new investmentand survive the inevitable structural
changes in the global job market.

Zac Moore is a former (JSC Congressional
Fellow. Phil Powell is a Ph.D. candidate in
economic development at Vanderbill University.

r coach available
team could beat top 10 teams such as FSU,
Georgia and Notre Dame. And they were within
one touchdown of beating Miami and Nebraska.

Woods' team cannot seem to get over the
hump and beat Alabama or Florida. Sparky's
biggest wins have been against teams such as

Georgia, Clemson and Tennessee when they
were in slumps or having a bad season. Even
worse, Woods' teams have lost home games to

lightweights such as Kentucky, East Carolina
' and The Citadel. If there is one factor that will
t cost Sparky his job, it would be losing home

games to opponents USC should whip easily.
' The issue of whether to replace Sparky is

really quae simple, it Mike Mcuee can land a
! Dennis Erickson or Dick Sheridan, then he
i should make the change. 11 he cannot, then he

should give Sparky one more year. In that case,
the decision in November 1994 could be a much
clearer and easier one.

Tommy Touchberry is a guest columnist
i for The Gamecock.
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